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About This Game

If you change the units of speed and distance for “8”- what will happen? 8infinity (8 infinity).

8infinity (8 infinity) is a dynamic and rhythm game where the player reaches eights “8” - levels of infinity. In the game there are
no barriers. If there are any, it’s only the imagination! This game is for everyone who wants to improve their quick thinking and

the related skills.

Passing through eight is signaled by color, which player must click the correct button: violet or color blue, double color or gray -
the most surprising move, where a player can’t touch the screen!

The level of difficulty increases every time you reach the "8" – the pace of the game becomes faster. Surprise causes
unpredictable rotation of eights - it is like rollercoaster!

The hero of the game is a heavy metal ball, that enlightens "8" like an orange fireball. The whole game is complemented by the
purposefully created sound.

The game graphic design has been carefully tailored combining terms of classic elements with modern visual design.
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This game is actually my favorite of the 3 chapters, the explanation that this gives to the plot of HC1 changes to our vision just
to remember us that anything is as we see in a first aspect.
Charlotte is not the typical protagonist, she had passed for a lot of things to be in the place that she has and that just make me
feel that I have to protect her.

Let Charlotte sleep among the stars.
Totally a worth purchase.. the game can be fun, but mostly its extremely boring...
the edge of the map throws right back into the map, instead of exiting the area like you would expect, to another area...

the controls are limited and well odd, the premise is kind of a good one but man it needs some serious improvement...
there is a huge issue with the sound it will take your head off when you start the game and start trying to adjust stuff, there is not
much there to adjust...

part of the problem is this is basically a 2D version of the much more interesting and fun Rebel Galaxy...
5 bucks maybe, less would be better, for what it is its ok but i think a little more work should have been done with gameplay in
general.

the best thing i can say about this game is that the controls could be used by anyone and monkeys (or snowflake lgbt's).
im marking no on here because i do not enjoy the mindlessness of the game your only go is to cross the map and destroy the
'overlord'.
this game is great for doing something mindless before you go to bed maybe, very casual.
o and it doesnt have any bugs or glitches that i know of...

bottom line, if you cannot get into more RPG\/elitist games and love casual games you might like it, otherwise i would suggest
playing rebel galaxy.. Clunky controls.. This is one of my favorite Nancy Drew games that I can remember playing. It's
terrifying and interesting and I loved it.

Plot: Super scary stuff happens around the hotel you're staying in. I am a big baby and actually screamed at a few points. There's
also some complex family drama going on that needs to be sorted out. It's very well done like most Nancy Drew games are.

Minigames: Okay, I could make bento boxes for literally days. Years, maybe. Adorable animal-shaped sandwiches in a puzzle
game. Yes please. And nonograms. I did not know nonograms existed but now I am obsessed. (There is also Sudoku and another
number game that is horribly difficult and I didn't last very long.) At one point, you have to write your name with a calligraphy
brush. Having taken a Japanese class, let me tell you, this is already hard as heck. Trying to do it with a mouse is even worse.
Survive that minigame, though, and the rest is awesome.

Puzzles: There were a few puzzles I needed to google the answers for because the game set them up strangely. Like walk aruond
the garden a hundred times and you never see a thing, but after you know about the puzzle, click in a verrrrry specific spot and
suddenly you can find new stuff. Also plenty of codes to break, timed puzzles with death looming, etc.

Exploring/Snooping: You get to shoo people from their places and investigate! It's great. This one (similar to the Waverly
Academy game) has a time mechanic where you must wake up in the middle of the night to snoop around while everyone is
sleeping. You get to visit different areas of Japan, play pa♥♥♥♥♥o, etc. This game gives you a lot of freedom to run around
and do things, and I enjoyed that.

Characters: One thing I liked about this game from the others is that several of the characters completely shut you down when
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you are snooping. In some of them, they open up so easily "oh hey you completed a minor puzzle for me. Awesome. Let me tell
you my entire life story." This one made you work for it. There's also a cute romantic subplot with two characters off-screen,
and the handyman at the hotel is adorable and fun.

All around, this is one of the better Nancy Drew games. Definitely give it a play if you like the series. :). This game is just way
too hard for me...I dont know, too easy to crash in to sth! If you like challenging retro shmups then you might like this....

After a while I came back to this game and I found once you get past the first stage, its a cool game. I changed my mind.
Thumbs up. Would be one of the best Spacie shoot-em-ups on the Megadrive.. Its like bomberman, but with bombs and men.
The clubs are cool and nicely creawted. The street view is also cool. Please fix the characters though!!! I think the characters
should be dressed in 80's cloths and look more like they fit the era. The models are ugly and weird looking. Especially the
dudes, WTF, they are so creepy. Everyone in this club is so creepy and strange. There is no avatar editor, which would be hella
fun. You could see what your own avatar looks like in a mirror. Just like in RecRoom, but with way more options for hair,
cloths, accessories, etc. Lastly, I will repeat the other comments and say that the characters need more interaction. It would be
amazing to meet your friends in the 80s clubs, so please add the multiplayer option.. It felt old, slow and just... Stupid (in a way
you would see a kids cartoon bad guy almost slip up and make a ridiculous excuse. One that everyone just doesn't question and
accepts...) Also there's the art and sound, it jusr wasn't done well at all in my opinion.
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A fairly simple tactics game but still really fun. I am looking forward to unlocking more of the classes to diversify my party..
CoH Far East Modification sends you into the 2nd Shino-Japanese War fought (mostly) between Republic of China and Empire
of Japan. ( just for the record: startet in July 1937 and ended in September 1945.)

Stating the fact this isnt an "official" addon but a well made modification created by talented modders during their free time for
the classic RTS Company of Heroes, this mod just fits fine into the gap that Relic left there: 2 new factions taking place in the
asian theater in the Mainland of China.

During my playtrough the fights where quite infantry heavy and artillery guns came in handy to back up your troops and stop
enemy advance but also seems somewhat to powerful. and once the IJA came out with a higher number of armored vehicles and
tanks they seem to easly flip the battle, so i think theres some balance issues with artillery and vehicles/tanks.

Nevertheless due its originality showing a quite unknown war and hopefully some more balance tweaking coming up in the days
to come, this mod deserves a recomendation.. Loving the latest update. Game seems more balanced now.\u2028Overall this is
one of the most underated shoot em up game on steam right now. The gameplay is fast-paced and challenging. Developers have
done a great job in making the missions engaging and creative. You are avoiding bullets, enemies and hazards all the time while
doing missions so your awareness matters at all time.The difficulty curve is also pretty fair while maintaining intensity of the
game. The game has good content for price. We can get from different guns, sidekicks and planes while levelling up which
helps the feel of progression. Lastly I laughed out loudly on some of the bosses\u2019s names. Overall a job well done.. Every
time I play this - whether on my own channel with my viewers, or as a viewer in someone else's channel - I enjoy it. The byplay
with the AI host (Salli) is a huge part of what makes this game fun; she speaks with near-perfect inflection (unlike most text-to-
speech synthesizers) and responds to a wide variety of situations. "Rosuav, contrary to all expectations, you got that question
right." (Ouch!) If you like the idea of pitting your wits against an AI that learned from the GLaDOS school of insults, you will
LOVE this game.

Oh, and did you know Salli speaks multiple languages? I've no idea how many, and maybe she's not as fluent in all of them, but
you can challenge yourself against a German quizmaster, or a Dutch one, or several others besides.. This game lacks a lot of
things I've come to appreciate in hidden object games: a map, a fast-travel system, and most importantly hints to point the way.
Hints in this game only work in the same room as the current objective. -_-

I was gonna go for expert mode and the "no hints nor skip" achievements, but the above plus the slow pace of the game
encouraged me to turn back to casual and hint myself through the latter part of the game. Except that the hints weren't that good,
as mentioned.

There are better HOGs around, buy those instead. Unless there's a sale, because then everything goes.. One hour into game I
thought I had made a mistake buying it. But then as I played on and became more familiar, hmm, it's not too bad. Now I'm
hooked on it, I've still a lot to learn but I'm becoming addicted. One gripe, playing on normal the rivals have gone bust very
quickly, I'd bought some of their stock, money lost now, but so early in the game no way could I afford to buy 51% to gain
control.
All in all I love this game.
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